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ABSTRACT

Event-related potential (ERP) studies of the human brain have shown that object categories

can be reliably distinguished as early as 130-170 ms on the surface of occipito-temporal cortex,

peaking at the level of the N170 component. Consistent with this finding, neuropsychological and

neuroimaging studies suggest major functional distinctions within the human object recognition

system, particularly in hemispheric advantage, between the processing of words (left), faces

(right) and objects (bilateral). Given these observations, our aim was to (1) characterize the

differential response properties of the N170 to pictures of faces, objects and words across

hemispheres; and (2) test whether an effect of inversion for highly familiar and mono-oriented

non-face stimuli such as printed words can be observed at the level of the N170. Scalp EEG (53

channels) was recorded in 15 subjects performing an orientation decision task with pictures of

faces, words and cars presented upright or inverted. All three categories elicited at the same

latency a robust N170 component associated with a positive counterpart at centro-frontal sites

(vertex positive potential, VPP). While there were minor amplitude differences at the level of the

occipital medial P1 between linguistic and non-linguistic categories, scalp topographies and

source analyses indicated strong hemispheric and orientation effects starting at the level of the

N170, which was right lateralized for faces, smaller and bilateral for cars, and as large for printed

words  in the left hemisphere as for faces. The entire N170/VPP complex was accounted for by

two dipolar sources located in the lateral inferior occipital cortex/posterior fusiform gyrus. These

two locations were roughly equivalent across conditions but differed in strength and

lateralization. Inversion delayed the N170 (and VPP) response for all categories, with an

increasing delay for cars, words, and faces respectively, as suggested by source modeling

analysis. Such results show that early processes in object recognition respond to category-specific

visual information, and are associated with strong lateralization and orientation bias.
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INTRODUCTION

A critical task of human vision is to classify incoming signals into perceptual categories.

Event-related potential (ERP) studies of the human brain have shown that object categories can

be distinguished by their electrophysiological activity recorded on the surface of the occipito-

temporal cortex. Early face-sensitive responses have been reported in a few EEG and MEG

(magnetoencephalography) studies before 60 ms (Braeutigam et al., 2001), or around 100 ms at

the level of the P1 (EEG; Halit et al., 2000; Itier & Taylor, 2002; Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 1998)

or the M1 (MEG; Halgren et al., 2000; see Taylor, 2002), but the differences between faces and

other object categories at these latencies are likely to be related to low-level visual differences

(Halgren et al., 2000). By contrast, the largest and most consistent ERP/MEG difference has been

observed as early as 130-170 ms, between pictures of faces and other objects at occipito-temporal

(Bentin et al., 1996; Botzel et al., 1995; Eimer, 2000; Halgren et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2000;

Rossion et al., 2000; Schendan et al., 1998), or centro-frontal sites (Jeffreys, 1989; 1996;

VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001). More precisely, the N1, or the first negative occipito-temporal

component evoked by any complex visual stimulus presented foveally, is greatly enhanced when

elicited by pictures of faces, and is usually referred to as the N170 ‘face potential’ (e.g. Bentin et

al., 1996; Eimer, 2000a; Rossion et al., 2000). This component follows the occipital P1 (which

peaks at around 100 ms following stimulus onset) and is temporally coincident with a large

positive potential at centro-frontal sites, the P2 vertex or Vertex Positive Potential (VPP;

following Botzel et al. 1995; Jeffreys, 1989; 1996; Schendan et al., 19981). The temporal

coincidence of the N170 and VPP, their opposite polarity and surface localization, as well as their

remarkable functional similarity (e.g. Itier & Taylor, 2002; Rossion et al., 1999a; 1999b; see
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Jeffreys, 1996) strongly suggest that these two peaks form part of the same dipolar complex. In

particular, both the temporally coincident N170 and VPP are the earliest markers of a reliable

processing difference between faces and objects (Bentin et al., 1996; Jeffreys, 1996; Rossion et

al., 2000).

Complementary evidence from behavioral, neuroimaging and patient studies supports this

distinction between faces and objects at the functional and neural level in humans.

Neuropsychological studies have reported a number of brain-damaged patients who exhibit

disproportionate impairment for recognizing faces as compared to other objects, a deficit referred

to as prosopagnosia (Bodamer, 1947/1990). Prosopagnosia is usually associated with bilateral or

right unilateral occipito-temporal lesions (e.g. Damasio et al., 1982; Farah, 1991; Landis et al.,

1988). The opposite deficit – object agnosia without prosopagnosia - has been also described in

rare cases (e.g. Moscovitch et al., 1997).

In addition to the clear differences observed between faces and non-face objects, a

distinction within the object recognition system can be made between the recognition of printed

words/characters and common objects. A number of neuropsychological patients have been

described with an inability to read printed words in the absence of object (and face) recognition

deficits, and whose other forms of language-related processing (including spoken language

comprehension and written language production) are preserved (Farah, 1994). As noted by Farah

(1991), these cases of “pure alexia” or “agnosic alexia” appear to result from damage to some

aspect of visual processing, and not to language processes per se. Interestingly, the localization of

the lesions responsible for pure alexia is also at the level of the occipito-temporal cortex, and is

either bilateral or restricted to the left hemisphere (Farah, 1991).

                                                                                                                                                                    
1 The VPP or P2 vertex, like the N170, presents a large variability in peak latency (between 140 and 200 ms, see
Jeffreys, 1996) and has been also referred to in the literature as the P150 (e.g. Schendan et al., 1998) or the P190
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Such dissociations between the processing of words, faces and objects suggest major

functional distinctions within the human object recognition system, associated with different left

(words) and right (faces) hemispheric advantages.

As mentioned earlier, several scalp ERP studies have compared the processing of faces to

objects and have found substantially larger N170 for pictures of faces than other object categories

at bilateral occipito-temporal sites, with some studies describing a larger difference at right

hemisphere electrode locations (e.g. Bentin et al., 1996). However, few scalp ERP studies that

have used printed words as stimuli have investigated the visual ERP components, instead

concentrating on the high-level analysis of words as linguistic entities (e.g. for a review, see

Kutas & Van Petten, 1990). Nevertheless, a large scalp occipito-temporal N170 component in

response to visually presented words has been reported (e.g. Bentin et al., 1999; Nobre &

McCarthy, 1994; see also Nobre, Allison & McCarthy, 1994 for intracranial evidence). This

component is bilateral and appears to be identical for words and non-words, but is larger in

amplitude to orthographic than non-orthographic stimuli (e.g., forms, symbols) only in the left

hemisphere (Bentin et al., 1999).

To our knowledge, only one previous scalp ERP study has directly compared the

processing of words, faces and objects in the same experiment, in order to characterize the nature

and onset of the first perceptual processing differences between linguistic and nonlinguistic

stimuli (Schendan et al., 1998). The main finding of this study was that the VPP was as large for

faces and words, and larger for these two categories than for pictures of common objects, an

observation that led the authors to conclude that the VPP amplitude varies with the cumulative

experience people have discriminating among individual instances within visual categories (e.g.

words, faces; Schendan et al., 1998). No significant VPP scalp distribution differences between

                                                                                                                                                                    
(Bentin et al., 1996). We will use the most common terminology, the VPP (following Jeffreys, 1989).
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words, faces and objects were reported. With regard to the Schendan et al. Study, one caveat is in

order regarding the location of the reference electrode at the mastoids. This prevented an

unbiased comparison of the N170/VPP complex to faces, object and words, since the mastoid

electrode sites are located where the N170 to faces is particularly large. In the present study, we

compared the early visual processing of faces, objects and words with a large number of

electrodes and a common average reference (Bertrand et al., 1985), in order to describe the

differential pattern of response (amplitude, latency, and topographical distribution) of both the

N170 and the VPP complex to these stimuli.

We also investigated the ERP responses to picture-plane inversion of these three object

categories. Previous studies have shown that inversion significantly delays the N170 to faces

(Bentin et al., 1996; de Haan et al., 2002; Eimer, 2000a; Goffaux et al., 2003a; Itier & Taylor,

2002; Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2000; Rebai et al., 2001; Rossion et al., 1999a;

2000a; 2002; Sagiv & Bentin, 2001; Taylor et al., 2001; Watanabe et al., 2003) but not to pictures

of other objects (e.g. houses, chairs, cars, or shoes, Eimer, 2000a; Rebai et al., 2001, Rossion et

al., 2000). Some of these studies have also found an increase in amplitude of the N170 to inverted

faces (de Haan et al., 2002; Itier & Taylor, 2002; Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 1998; Rebai et al.,

2001; Rossion et al., 1999a; 2000a; 2002; Sagiv & Bentin, 2001; Taylor et al., 2001) but not to

other objects (Rebai et al., 2001; Rossion et al., 2000). However, there is some evidence that

expertise training with non-face objects may also lead to a delay of the N170 to inverted stimuli

(Rossion et al., 2002). This suggests that the effect of stimulus inversion on the N170 is not

restricted to faces and can at least be observed for highly familiar visual stimuli with a strong

canonical orientation. Here we tested whether pictures of words, which are perfectly consistent

with this definition, also produce a delay of the occipito-temporal N170 when presented upside-

down. Behaviorally, robust effects of orientation have been obtained for letters in both mental
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rotation (Cooper & Shepard, 1973) and identification (Jolicoeur, 1990) tasks, suggesting that,

similar to faces (Yin, 1969), there may be early visual mechanisms tuned to the orientation of

familiar letterstring stimuli. Finally, we compared faces and words to a non-face object category

that is also familiar and mono-oriented, namely pictures of cars.

To summarize, we presented our subjects with upright and picture-plane inverted pictures

of words, cars and faces while recording ERPs with a large number of scalp electrodes. Specific

questions using these methods focus on the N170 occipito-temporal response, thought to reflect

differential high-level visual processing of face and non-face object categories. Our hypotheses

were twofold: (1) that the pattern of N170 responses will be different between faces, objects, and

words, possibly reflecting a left(words)/right(faces) bias, as suggested indirectly by previous

studies and neuropsychological reports; (2) that the N170 will be delayed in latency not only to

inverted pictures of faces, but also to inverted words, which are highly familiar mono-oriented

stimuli. These hypotheses were tested by means of peak analyses as well as topographical and

dipole localization procedures.

METHODS

Subjects

Subjects were 16 students (10 males, 6 females, all right handed) from the University of

California, San Diego between the ages of 21-39 (mean = 27.5) who were paid for participating

in a single, two hour experimental session. One subject’s data were excluded because of poor

signal-to-noise ratio.
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Stimuli

Stimuli were 16 grayscale images of cars, 16 grayscale images of faces, and 16 words, each

presented on a gray background (see Figure 1). All cars were presented in a 3/4 right-facing view

while face images were full-front views of Caucasian females (8) and males (8) with neutral

expressions and with clothing, backgrounds and hair removed (see Figure 1). The word stimuli

were 16 nouns, 4-7 letters in length, presented in black, Helvetica font2. At a 100 cm distance

from the monitor, face images (7.32cm x 8.87cm) subtended ~4.19 x 5.08 degrees of visual

angle; cars and words (12.17cm x 5.26cm) subtended ~6.96 x 3.01 degrees of visual angle.

Inverted versions of the 48 stimuli were created by rotating the images 180 degrees for words and

faces. Upside-down pictures of cars were obtained by flipping the stimuli horizontally instead of

rotating them, thus keeping constant the side (right) to which the car was pointing between

inverted and upright conditions. This resulted in the 96 different stimulus items used in this

experiment.

Procedure

Following electrode application, subjects were seated in a sound-attenuating, electrically

shielded chamber facing a computer monitor (~100 cm). They were told to fixate the center of the

screen during the presentation of four consecutive blocks (with about a one minute pause between

blocks) of 96 trials each. On each trial, subjects were presented with an image of a car, a face, or

a word for 250 ms in either its upright or inverted orientation. The interstimulus interval between

trials varied randomly from 1250-1750 ms. Subjects pressed a button with the index finger of

their dominant hand if the image was in the upright orientation, and a button with the middle

finger of their dominant hand if the image was in the inverted orientation. Each stimulus was

                                                  
2 The 16 words were: dog, hat, job, baby, farm, game, idea, king, mine, note, rock, chair, labor, plant, table, voice.
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presented to each subject 8 times, 4 times in the upright orientation, and 4 times in the inverted

orientation. All stimuli were centered in the computer monitor and the stimulus order was random

in all blocks.

EEG recording

Subjects were instructed to refrain from blinking and moving their eyes and bodies, as the

corresponding artefacts interfere with the recording of the electroencephalogram (EEG). Scalp

recordings were made via 53 tin electrodes (10-20 system + additional sites) embedded in an

elastic cap. Four additional electrodes were used to monitor eye movement and blinks: one placed

under each eye and one placed on the outer canthus of each eye. The online reference was an

electrode placed on the left mastoid. Electrical activity was amplified with a bandpass filter of

0.01-100Hz and digitized at a rate of 500Hz.

EEG/ERP analyses

EEG data was analyzed using EEprobe 2.0 (ANT, Inc.) running on Red Hat Linux 7.0. The

EEG was filtered with a 201-point digital 30 Hz low-pass filter, with cut-off frequencies of 29

(–3dB point), and a stop-band attenuation of -63.3dB (50Hz and above). Then EEG and EOG

artifacts were removed using a [-40; +40 mV] deviation over 200 ms intervals on frontal

electrodes and using a [-35; +35 mV] deviation over 200 ms intervals on all other electrodes. In

case of too many blink artifacts (in 7 subjects), they were corrected by a subtraction of VEOG

propagation factors, based on PCA-transformed EOG components (Nowagk & Pfeifer, 1996).

Averaged ERPs were re-referenced using a common average reference.

Statistical analysis
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After examination of the grand average topographies in all conditions (see Figure 2), peak

latency values of the N170 were extracted automatically at the maximum (negative) amplitude

value between 130 and 210 ms at the occipito-temporal electrode site in the left and right

hemisphere where the component peaked maximally in all conditions (LLOC/RLOC; i.e. left and

right lateral occipital channels, see Figure 2). These sites correspond to locations roughly 2 cm

below T5 and T6 respectively. At these sites as well at occipital medial sites, the peak latency

value of the preceding positivity (P1) was also extracted (70-140 ms). The VPP (and preceding

negativity) measurements were made on a centro-frontal electrode (MIFR = FCZ, maximum

positivity) using the same time window. The amplitude values were measured for both the P1 and

N170 on five pairs of posterior channels where both of these peaks were prominent (occipital

lateral, occipital medial, occipital inferior, temporal inferior, temporo-occipito-parietal). They

were measured over 20 ms windows centered around the peak latency of the maximum amplitude

on grand-averaged data, separately for each hemisphere and condition.

Repeated-measures ANOVAs were computed on behavioral measures, as well as on peak

latencies and amplitudes of the N170, the VPP, and the P1. Post-hoc t-tests were performed when

necessary and considered significant at p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni).

Topographical displays and dipole analyses based on the whole scalp regions provided

complementary information to the electrode peak analyses.

Dipole modeling

Dipole source models of the N170/VPP complex for each condition were determined on the

grand-averages by using a constrained multiple dipole fit procedure in Advanced Source Analysis

(ASA 2.2, ANT, Inc.), with a realistic 3D head shaped model based on the Montreal Neurological

Institute MRI Atlas, AC/PC coordinates (Evans et al., 1993). The X-axis of the coordinate system

is a line joining electrodes T3 and T4 (left/right axis), the Y axis passes through FPZ and OZ
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(anterior/posterior axis) and the vertical Z-axis passes through the center of the head and

electrode CZ. Practically, a source model is derived by fitting the source model iteratively to the

data until a minimum in residual-variance (RV) is reached, i.e., the percentage of variance in the

recorded potential distribution not accounted for by the source model is minimized. Similar to

previous studies of N170 dipole modeling (Botzel et al., 1995; Itier & Taylor, 2002; Rossion et

al., 1999b; Schweinberger et al., 2002), the dipoles of a pair were symmetrically constrained

along the sagittal plane, assuming bilateral sources,  in order to limit the number of parameters

estimated. No other constraints with respect to localization or orientation of the dipoles were

used. The independent variables were thus (for each condition): the localization of the dipoles,

their orientation relative to the scalp, and their strength or dipole moment (in nAm). One pair of

stationary dipoles was fitted in the time window around the peak latency of the N170 component

(140-180 ms) for all conditions. We also modeled the subtraction waveforms of upright stimuli

(Faces – cars; words – cars; Faces – words) for a better comparison with neuroimaging studies,

where face-sensitive activations are always found relative to objects in inferior occipital and

fusiform gyry. The initial localization of dipoles in the head model was identical for all

conditions (0 mm, 0 mm, 60 mm). Depending on the quality of the solution found, one additional

dipole pair or a single dipole was added sequentially.

RESULTS

Behavioral data

For both accuracy (F(1,14)=3.82, p = .054) and RTs (F(1,14)=3.11, p = .09), there were

marginal effects of orientation, with the decision being slightly easier (97.3% vs. 95.4%) and

faster (548 ms vs. 576 ms) for upright than inverted stimuli, with no interaction with object

category.
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ERP data

P1 and N170 latencies

At the level of the P1, there was a significant effect of Category on peak latency (F(2,28)

= 4.21, p < .05), the P1 peaking earlier for words compared to cars (p<.01) but not to faces

(p=0.12); cars and faces did not differ (p=0.36). The interaction between Category and

Orientation showed that these differences were due to a faster P1 for words compared to other

categories when presented inverted (p<0.01) but not upright (p=0.6).

There was a main effect of Category on the N170 latency (F(2,28) = 4.98, p < .05),

mainly due to a faster response to pictures of words vs. cars: p = .023 and a non-significant trend

compared to faces (p = .068). The N170 latency did not differ between faces and cars (p =  .29).

There was also a main effect of Orientation (F(2,28) = 64.29, p < .001), reflected by a longer

N170 latency for upside-down presentations for all categories, marginally significant for words

(see Figure 4; Faces: p < .001; Cars: p < .001; Words: p = .054). Measuring peak latency

differences using peak-to-peak latency analyses (a subtraction between N170 and P1 latency

values) revealed a single significant main effect of Orientation (F(2,28) = 21.12, p < .001)

reflecting the delayed response to inverted pictures, with no differences between Categories (all

other effects: p > .2). Thus, the latency difference between cars vs. words emerged significantly

at the level of the N170, but resulted from an additive effect (as indicated on Table 1) starting

before the P1 peak, whereas the effects of Orientation for all categories were absent at the level

of the P1 and highly significant at the level of the N170.

P1 and N170 amplitudes

At the level of the P1, there was a main effect of Category (F(2,28) = 5.6, p < .01), due to

a larger P1 for faces and cars compared to words (p< .05 and p< .01, respectively). There was no
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significant difference between faces and cars (p= .98). Because there was a significant interaction

between the 4 factors (Category, Orientation, Hemisphere and Electrode), post-hoc t-tests were

run at each site. These tests revealed only significant differences (after Bonferroni correction for

multiple tests) between faces and words at one electrode site (occipital medial) for inverted

stimuli in the two hemispheres (all ps< .05), and in the right hemisphere only for upright stimuli.

Differences were also observed at these sites between cars and words but were not significant

after a Bonferroni correction. Faces and cars did not differ at these sites, but for inverted stimuli

only, in the left hemisphere, there was a larger P1 amplitude for faces at lateral occipital sites (p<

.01), and for cars vs. faces at occipito-parietal sites (p< .01). In sum, there were local amplitude

differences here and there at the level of the P1, but no differential lateralization pattern for

categories, nor any effect of orientation. At occipital medial sites, words appeared to elicit smaller

responses, as observed previously (Schendan et al., 1998).

For the N170, there was a main effect of Category (F(2,28) = 34.26, p < .0001), reflected

by a larger component for faces compared to words (p< .001) and cars (p< .0001). These two

latter categories were also different (words>cars, p< .01). However, these effects were qualified

by a highly significant interaction between Category and Hemisphere (F(2,28) = 11.75, p < .001),

reflecting a larger N170 for faces compared to words in the right hemisphere only (p< .0001; left:

p> .2), and compared to cars in both hemispheres (p’s< .0001). Words elicited a large N170 than

cars in the left hemisphere (p< .001) but not in the right hemisphere (p= .65). These effects are

illustrated on Figures 2 and 3. They were qualified by an interaction of these 2 factors with

Electrode site, because the face-N170 was not significantly larger than cars on an occipito-

parietal site of the left hemisphere (p= .8) and in addition to being significantly larger in the right

hemisphere, it differed compared to words on an inferior occipital site of the left hemisphere (p<

.05). There was also a triple interaction between Category, Orientation and Hemisphere (F(2,28)
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= 4.47, p < .05) due to the N170 to words, which was lower when presented inverted than

upright, in the RH only (p< .01).

Accounting for P1 amplitude differences using peak-to-peak differences confirmed these

effects. The main effect of Category (F(2,28) = 22.67, p < .0001) was significant, reflecting the

larger component for faces compared to words (p< .001) and cars (p< .0001). These two latter

categories did not differ (p=0.25). These effects were also qualified by a highly significant

interaction between Category and Hemisphere (F(2,28) = 11.63, p < .001), reflecting a larger

N170 for faces compared to words in the right hemisphere only (p< .0001; left: p> .15), and

compared to cars in both hemispheres (p’s< .0001). Words elicited a larger N170 than cars in the

left hemisphere (p< .05) but not in the right hemisphere (p= .28). The triple interaction between

Category, Hemisphere and Electrode was also significant (F(8,112) = 5.63, p < .0001), because a

difference between faces and words could also be observed at 2 sites on the left hemisphere, but it

did not reach significance.

VPP latency

VPP latency effects were identical to those observed at the N170 (see Figure 5). There

were main effects of Category (F(2,28) = 9.22, p < .001) due to earlier peak latency for words,

and of Orientation (F(2,28) = 22.62, p < .001) due to the delay resulting from inversion. These

effects were qualified by a significant interaction between the two factors (F(2,28) = 4.89,

p < 0.05). The delay with inversion was significant for faces (p < .001) and cars (p < .01), but not

for words (p = .31).

At the level of the preceding peak (central N100), there was a main effect of Category

(F(2,28) = 11.96, p < .001), again due to an earlier peak in response to words compared to cars

(p<0.01) and faces (p< .01), which did not differ from each other (p= .2).
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As with the N170, taking into account these variations at the level of the central N100 in a

peak-to-peak analysis did not change the pattern of VPP results, except that there was only a main

effect of Orientation (delayed for upside-down presentations, (F(2,28) = 11.47, p < .01), but no

effect of Category (F(2,28) = 0.95, p = .4). The two factors did not interact (F < 1).

VPP amplitude

For VPP amplitude, there was a main effect of Category (F(2,28) = 44.13, p < .0001),

with the peak elicited by faces being larger than for cars (p < .001) and words (p < .001), and the

VPP to words being larger than to cars (p < .05; see Figure 5). At the level of the preceding

positivity, there was also a main effect of Category F(2,28) = 4.25, p < .005, due to a smaller

response to words compared to faces (p<0.05) and cars (marginally significant: p=0.06), with no

difference between these 2 categories (p=0.27). VPP corrected amplitude was significantly

affected by Category (F(2,28) = 13.14, p < .001), but not by Orientation or an interaction of

Category with Orientation (Fs < 1). The main effect of category was related to a larger VPP for

faces than words (p < .05) and cars (p < .001), but was not significant between words and cars

(p = .6).

Summary of the results

As illustrated on Figures 2 and 3 and Table 1, the N170 was significantly larger for faces

than other categories, with a right hemisphere advantage. The N170 in response to cars was

smaller and bilateral, whereas words elicited a component that was strongly lateralized, being as

large as for faces in the left hemisphere. All these amplitude differences appeared at the level of

the N170, as they were observed for both the measures compared to the pre-stimulus baseline,

and to the preceding peak. At this earlier level, there was only a medial occipital P1 (and centro-

frontal N1) reduction of amplitude for words, but no differences between faces and cars. Words

elicited also a slightly faster P1/frontal N1 than other stimuli, but the processing taking place
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between this component and the N170 was as fast for all categories. As for orientation effects,

they clearly emerged at the level of the N170 (Table 1, Figure 3) with a delay to inverted stimuli

significant for all categories at this level.

Dipole localization

The dipole localization was performed on grand-average data. Table 2 presents the

summary results of the dipole localization obtained on grand-averages for each condition, in the

time window of 140-180 ms. For the three categories of stimuli, the localization of the

reconstructed intracranial sources was highly similar: equivalent dipoles were located in the

infero-posterior part the visual cortex, at the level of the posterior fusiform gyrus (Figures 2 and

6, Table 2). The orientation of the dipoles was such that a single dipole pair could explain almost

all of the variance in the signal over the scalp, for all conditions (Table 2; Figure 2). The EEG

recomputed from these dipole pairs was almost indistinguishable from the original EEG data (see

Figure 2), thus accounting for both the negative N170 and the positivity at the vertex. When

another single dipole or a pair of dipoles was added, the system failed to find a reliable solution

and stopped after a few iterations. The localization of dipoles was highly similar between

conditions although the sources were oriented more tangentially for cars (Table 2; Figure 2). The

strength of the dipoles and the latency of the minimum residual variance during the sample (140-

180 ms) differed across conditions and hemispheres. For faces, there was greater strength for the

right hemisphere dipole, which peaked much earlier for upright faces than for inverted faces (in

both hemispheres). For cars, the strength of the dipoles was much smaller, but fairly equal

between hemispheres, peaking slightly later for inverted pictures in both hemispheres. For words,

there was a large difference between hemispheres, the strength of the left hemisphere dipole

being more than two times larger than the strength of the right hemisphere dipole. The delay
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observed with inversion appeared larger for face stimuli than for words and for cars respectively

(Table 2). Finally, the dipole localization on the Faces – cars subtracted grand-averaged

waveforms (Figure 7) gave an almost identical localization compared to the dipoles accounting

for the face pictures alone, and also exhibited a right hemisphere advantage. The RH advantage

was even larger for faces minus words, whereas the LH advantage was large when subtracting

cars from words (Figure 7). For these two latter subtractions, a single dipole solution accounted

for as much of the variance as the symmetrical dipole pair, with no difference in localization for

the dominant dipole. The single dipole solution was located in the left hemisphere for words –

cars and in the right hemisphere for faces – words (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

The N170 response pattern to objects, faces and words

As early as 130-160 ms (peak of the N170/VPP), clear spatio-temporal response patterns

emerge for pictures of faces, objects and words, most likely originating from occipito-temporal

cortex, as indicated by topographical displays and source reconstruction analyses. At these sites,

there is no evidence of earlier differences between the three categories (Figure 3), but as in a

previous ERP study comparing linguistic and non-linguistic visual images (Schendan et al.,

1998), differences between printed words and other categories could be observed focally at

medial occipital sites on the P1. As noted previously (Schendan et al., 1998), these occipital

differences probably do not reflect neural operations that have become specialized for aspects of

linguistic vs. non-linguistic patterns, but rather differences related to low-level visual properties

and impossible to control completely, such as spatial frequency spectra (De Valois & De Valois,

1990) or perhaps spatial dimensions (length of words vs. objects and faces). As a matter of fact,
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there was no such early difference between pictures of cars and faces, which were more

comparable for low-level visual features, in the present study. In any case, hemispheric

differences and orientation effects arose later than this P1 component, at the level of the N170.

How similar are the N170/VPP responses to the three stimulus categories used here? First,

insofar as upright presentations are compared and earlier differences accounted for, we found no

significant peak latency difference between the three categories at the level of the N170/VPP. In

short, there is no evidence that particular object categories are processed faster than others in the

time interval spanning the preceding low-level visual processes and this early object

categorization stage (see Rossion, Curran & Gauthier, 2002). A second striking similarity

between the N170 evoked by these three categories of stimuli is its highly similar scalp

distribution (peaking at the same electrode site, figure 2), albeit ignoring lateralization effects and

quantitative local increases of activation that are addressed next.

Indeed, the three categories of objects used in the present study also produce significant

electrophysiological differences at this early object categorization stage. Whereas the N170 in

response to faces is bilateral with a small right hemisphere advantage, the same component is

strongly left lateralized for printed words (Figures 2-3). For pictures of cars, it is bilateral and

much smaller relative to the response to faces in both hemispheres, as well as relative to the left-

lateralized N170 response to words (Figure 3). To our knowledge, the present study is the first to

characterize these spatio-temporal differences between faces, objects and words at a global level.

Nevertheless, these results are consistent with evidence from previous scalp and intracranial ERP

studies, as well as neuroimaging and neuropsychological reports.

As mentioned in the introduction, earlier ERP studies have described a larger right than

left hemisphere N170 amplitude response to faces as compared to other objects (e.g. Bentin et al.,

1996). Compared to previous observations (e.g., Bentin et al., 1999; Schendan et al, 1998; Vogel
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& Luck, 2000), the left lateralization of the N170 in response to printed words in our study is

striking. Bentin et al. (1999) observed an equally large response in left and right hemisphere to

linguistic stimuli, but a significant N170 difference between linguistic and non-linguistic (forms,

symbols) patterns restricted to the left hemisphere. However, a left lateralization of the N170 to

printed words has also been noted previously (Nobre & McCarthy, 1994). Recording field

potentials directly at the surface of the brains of patients being evaluated for seizure disorders,

Allison and colleagues (1999) described N200 potentials in response to faces, which were

recorded from regions of the (right and left) fusiform gyrus and the inferior temporal gyri. These

intracranial components were spatially distinct from N200s recorded to letterstring stimuli and

non-face objects in other studies (see Allison et al., 1994; 1999). The timing3 and location of the

N200s suggest that these local field potentials contribute directly to the equivalent dipole

generators responsible for the N170/VPP complex, as proposed by others (Bentin et al., 1996;

Jeffreys, 1989; Schendan et al., 1998).

A large number of imaging studies have shown that compared to other objects, pictures of

faces activate the occipito-temporal cortex (posterior and middle fusiform gyrus) bilaterally, with

a right hemisphere advantage (e.g. Hasson et al., 2002; Puce et al., 1996; Sergent et al., 1992). In

contrast, letterstrings evoke activation that is primarily restricted to the left lateral fusiform gyrus

and occipitotemporal sulcus (Hasson et al., 2002; Polk et al., 2002; Puce et al., 1996; Sergent et

al., 1994). Other PET and fMRI studies have also described a left lateralization pattern for

pictures of common objects (e.g. Sergent et al., 1992) but this pattern of lateralization is not

consistently found (e.g. Hasson et al., 2002) and may well be related to the use of semantic

                                                  
3 As noted previously by several authors (Bentin et al., 1996; Jeffreys, 1996; Schendan et al., 1998), the apparent
discrepancies between the peak latencies of the scalp N170/VPP and the intracranial N200s may be accounted for by
several factors. First, both the N170/VPP and the N200s actually range between 140 and 200 ms. Second, the
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categorization tasks (e.g. Sergent et al., 1992) rather than to an early processing bias towards the

left hemisphere for non-face object categorization. Such semantic factors are unlikely to play a

role in the left lateralization bias found for words in the present ERP response patterns, because

the task used here was a simple orientation decision and the onset time of these lateralization

effects occurs well before the time at which electrophysiological effects of semantic processing

on words, faces and objects are usually reported (i.e. at the level of the N400; see e.g. Bentin et

al., 1999; Kiefer, 2001; Nobre & McCarthy, 1994). In short, the strong left lateralization for

printed words as compared to objects and faces found in the present study can be related to

aspects of visual pattern recognition (i.e. letters) and not to language (i.e. lexical, semantic,

syntactic) processes per se. Accordingly, they should also be observed with pseudowords or even

string of consonants, since there is no amplitude difference between words and nonwords at the

level of the N170 (e.g. Bentin et al., 1999; Schendan et al., 1998), such differences usually being

found later, around 250 ms (Bentin et al., 1999; Dehaene, 1995)

The differential patterns of early lateralization for faces, words and objects reported here

are also consistent with the neuropsychological literature on object recognition deficits.

Impairments in face perception usually follow bilateral lesions of the occipito-temporal cortex

(e.g. Damasio et al., 1982; Farah, 1991), although a right unilateral lesion may be sufficient to

produce prosopagnosia (e.g. Landis, 1988). By contrast, pure alexia is found with either bilateral

or left unilateral ventral lesions (Farah, 1991). Interestingly, a review of 99 cases of object

agnosia published over the last century (Farah, 1991) indicates that it is systematically associated

with either pure alexia or prosopagnosia (or both), and can thus be observed following unilateral

left or right hemispheric, or bilateral lesions.

                                                                                                                                                                    
responses of normal brains are compared with those of patients under medication and this may also account for some
differences in onset and peak latency of these cortical components.
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Our scalp ERP findings are thus consistent with findings collected with a wide variety of

methods. At the same time, our results clarify the spatio-temporal brain response at which these

three object categories are differentiated. That is, recording ERPs at the scalp allows one to

capture neural activity at a global level, and, in particular, to characterize temporal patterns of

lateralization that may be missed using other techniques (Regan, 1989).

Although, as we have already noted, our results are consistent with those of many other

studies, the differences between faces and words obtained here stand in contrast to the absence of

topographical differences for faces and words found by Schendan and colleagues (1998). These

discrepancies may be related to methodological differences, as well as to different objectives of

the two studies. First, Schendan and colleagues chose to concentrate on the VPP response using a

mastoid reference that almost eliminated the N170 component in their study. However, they do

mention (Schendan et al., 1998, p. 246, Figure 3) a small left lateralization of the N170 response

to words, and a right hemisphere advantage for faces and objects, which they did not describe as

reliable. Second, they used far fewer electrode sites (half) as compared to the present study, in

particular, at posterior sites. In any case, our observation of a larger N170 and VPP response to

faces compared to words does not contradict their conclusion that the amplitude of the VPP

response is related to the cumulative experience people have with a particular category, a view

that other studies on the N170 have corroborated (Gauthier et al., 2003; Rossion et al., 2003;

Tanaka & Curran, 2001). However, our findings suggest that such experience is probably just one

of the multiple factors contributing to the differential amplitude of the N170/VPP complex. We

turn to this question next.
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What drives the different N170 response patterns to faces, object and words?

The spatio-temporal differences between faces, words and objects might be interpreted as

evidence that the processing of information in the human object recognition system is divided

early into three functionally independent subsystems, or modules, each specialized to process one

type of visual form information. Such an interpretation has been offered by Bentin and colleagues

(1996) to account for the N170 amplitude difference found between faces and other objects, that

is, as the manifestation of an early face categorization (“detection”) stage. Similarly, these

authors described a difference between orthographic and non-orthographic stimuli at the level of

the N170 (Bentin et al., 1999) that was interpreted as the manifestation of an early system tuned

to process linguistic information. This modularist view has also been adopted by a number of

authors interpreting activation differences between faces and objects in the regions of the inferior

occipital gyrus and middle fusiform gyrus (e.g. Kanwisher et al., 1997; Sergent et al., 1992; Puce

et al., 1996; see Haxby et al., 2000), and in the left fusiform gyrus for letterstrings compared to

numbers and shapes (the “letter area”, Polk et al., 2002). There are, however, a number of general

problems with the modular interpretation of these findings (see Tarr & Gauthier, 2000).

As we are primarily concerned with electrophysiological findings, a number of empirical

ERP studies have shown that the N170 amplitude response not only differentiates between non-

face object categories (Rossion et al., 2000), but is also sensitive to attention (Eimer, 2000b;

Holmes et al., 2003, but see Severac-Cauquil et al., 2000), task factors (Tanaka et al., 1999;

Vogel & Luck, 2000), diagnosticity of the facial information for the task at hand (Goffaux et al.,

2003b), and is related to visual experience one has accumulated with the object category

(Gauthier et al., 2003; Rossion et al., 2003; Tanaka & Curran, 2001). Recent evidence also

suggests that this component may be sensitive to face familiarity (Caharel et al., 2003; Jemel et
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al., 2003). These findings suggest that the N170 reflects the activation of many different sub-

processes (and areas) in the occipito-temporal pathway, and can be used as a tool to study the

parameters affecting object recognition, including the recognition of faces (see Rossion, Curran

& Gauthier, 2002).

The effect of inversion

A major finding of the present study was that all object categories led to a significant

delay of the N170 (and VPP) when inverted. Several previous studies have described such a

latency delay for inverted face presentations at the level of the N170/M170 (e.g. Bentin et al.,

1996; de Haan et al., 2002; Eimer, 2000a; Goffaux et al., 2003a; Itier & Taylor, 2002;

Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2000; Rebai et al., 2001; Rossion et al., 1999a; 2000a;

2002; Sagiv & Bentin, 2001; Taylor et al., 2001; Watanabe et al., 2003) or the VPP when

measured (Jeffreys, 1993; Rossion et al., 1999a). Although an amplitude increase to inverted

faces has also been reported (de Haan et al., 2002; Itier & Taylor, 2002; Linkenkaer-Hansen et

al., 1998; Rebai et al., 2001; Rossion et al., 1999a; 2000a; 2002; Sagiv & Bentin, 2001; Taylor et

al., 2001), this effect is less consistent (see Rossion & Gauthier, 2002). In the present study, we

did not find such an amplitude increase, the N170 being as large for upright and inverted

presentations for all categories of stimuli. Interestingly, the delay of the N170/VPP complex with

inversion was not only characterized by a local peak latency delay, but by the dipole analysis

showing that the best fit for this dipolar component was systematically delayed for inverted

stimuli (Table 2). This finding illustrates another way of quantifying the delay of N170-related

processes when faces are presented in an unusual orientation, taking into account the entire signal

during a specific time window (see also Halgren et al., 2000; Michel et al., 2001).
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Since the N170 latency delay has been reported previously only for faces or a non-face

category (Greebles) to which subjects had been familiarized (Rossion et al., 2002), we predicted

that the N170 to inverted presentations of highly mono-oriented stimuli such as printed words

would also be delayed, and this indeed is what we found. However, presenting pictures of cars

upside-down also significantly delayed the N170, a finding inconsistent with our previous results

(Rossion et al., 2000). This was somewhat surprising in that we used similar stimuli (pictures of

cars) and the same task (an orientation judgment). However, several factors may account for this

empirical discrepancy. First, we observed the maximum peak latency of the N170 at lower

occipito-temporal sites than in our previous study. Second, compared to our previous study,

pictures of cars were no longer presented in a full-front view (see Rossion et al., 2000, Figure 1),

but in a 3/4 view. Preliminary data recorded comparing full-front and 3/4 views suggests that the

N170 response is significantly shorter in latency for 3/4 views of cars than full-front views, and is

closer to full-front presentation of faces, suggesting that the optimal view for presenting pictures

of cars may be a 3/4 profile view. Thus, view canonicality in depth (Blanz et al., 1999; Palmer et

al., 1981) may also affect the N170 response.

Although when pictures of cars are presented in their (depth) canonical view, the N170

can be delayed to inverted images, the dipole analysis suggests that the delay of the N170/VPP

complex related to inversion increases gradually for cars, words, and faces respectively (Table 2).

The necessary and sufficient factors to trigger this effect and modulate its magnitude should be

investigated more precisely in future ERP studies. As for printed words, our prediction would be

that, similarly to the left hemisphere advantage, this inversion effect should be found for non-

words as well, in our view, being more related to the perception of inverted individual letters than

of the combinations of these letters forming words.
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The N170 and the VPP: two faces of the same dipolar activity?

Lastly, besides its interest for the spatio-temporal processing aspects of object categories,

our study provides a number of arguments supporting the view that the VPP and N170 should be

viewed as two sides of the same dipolar configuration: First, the two components are temporally

coincident, generally occurring between 140 and 200 ms, and at almost identical latencies in the

same study. Second, they present identical functional responses. In particular, a larger response to

faces than objects is found on both components (Bentin et al., 1996; Botzel et al., 1995), leading

them both to be defined as electrophysiological correlates of the ‘structural encoding stage’

within Bruce & Young’s (1986) functional face processing model (Bentin, 1996; Eimer, 1998;

Jeffreys, 1989). Identical effects of face (and object) inversion are also found on the N170 and

VPP during inversion (Rossion et al., 1999a; the present study; Itier & Taylor, 2002), switching

face components (George et al., 1996), contrast inversion (Itier & Taylor, 2002), and spatial

frequency filtering (Goffaux et al., 2003a). Finally, they can be both accounted for by the same

dipole configuration rooted in the inferior occipital cortex/posterior fusiform gyrus and pointing

towards the vertex, as in previous ERP (Botzel et al., 1995; Itier & Taylor; 2002; Rossion et al.,

1999a; Schweinberger et al., 2002) and MEG studies (Halgren et al., 2000; Watanabe et al.,

2003). This is consistent with the outcome of spatial principal component analysis (PCA) during

the time window of the N170/VPP component, which also points to a single component

accounting for most of the variance in the scalp EEG data (Schweinberger et al., 2002) 4. Taken

together, these observations strongly suggest that the VPP peak recorded at centro-frontal sites

reflects volume-conducted activity originally generated in occipito-temporal cortex.

                                                  
4 Only Botzel et al. (1995) found a reliable solution with 2 different pairs of dipoles for the N170 (peak C in their
study) and the VPP (peak D), but the decrease of residual variance was small and this additional solution could be
found only when they fitted the 2 pairs at different time windows.
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Conclusion

The human visual object recognition system distinguishes between faces, objects and

words as early as 130 to 170 ms. This effect is reflected by variations of the amplitude and

lateralization pattern at the level of the N170/VPP complex, originating from single equivalent

dipolar sources located bilaterally in the occipito-temporal cortex. Whereas the right hemisphere

has an advantage in the early categorization of faces, objects are processed bilaterally, and there

is a strong left hemisphere bias for word-like stimuli that does not seem to be related to language

(i.e. semantic, syntactic or lexical) processes per se. Further studies will have to clarify the

respective role of the structural differences between these categories and of the differential visual

experience of human subjects with them in shaping these early differences. Moreover, these early

stages of visual processing can also be tuned to specific views of objects, such that the

presentation of a familiar object category in a non-canonical view delays the associated ERP

components.
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Table Captions

Table 1. Mean (±SD) Latency and amplitude values of the N170 (and preceding P1) at peak

maximum (lateral occipito-temporal electrode site). VPP values are measured at peak

maximum, on a fronto-central site (between Cz and Fz). The amplitude values are computed

over 20 ms windows centered on the peak latency (see methods section).

Table 2. Summary of dipole modeling parameters. For all the conditions, the dipoles were

located in the inferior occipital gyrus (BA19).

Table 3. Summary of dipole modeling parameters on subtraction waves. The difference between

faces and cars was bilateral and was best modeled with a pair of dipoles, which were located

close to the location of the sources for faces alone (Table 2). A model with a single source

gave a dipole component at a much more anterior and medial location compared to any  of

the 2 source solutions. However, the difference between words and cars could be modeled

with a single dipole source located in the left hemisphere in an almost identical location (-21

–75 9.3; 4.25 of residual variance at 130 ms) compared to the left hemispheric dipole found

in the 2 dipole solutions. Similarly, the difference between faces and words could be

accounted for by a single right hemispheric dipole (36 –34 1; 3.91 of RV at 164 ms) which

was located more anteriorly than in the other solutions. The subtraction wave was maximal

early on for words compared to cars due to the earlier deflection observed for words. The

dipoles located in the inferior occipital gyrus (BA19) for FACES-CARS, in the inferior

temporal gyrus (BA20) for FACES – WORDS, and in the middle occipital gyrus (BA18) for

WORDS – CARS.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Examples of the face, car, and word stimuli.

Figure 2. Top row. Topographical maps (back of the head) of the N170 (154 ms) for the three

categories of stimuli presented in this study (upright stimuli). The scale has been adapted for

each category for a better display of all topographical similarities and differences (-8/8 mV for

faces; -6/6 mV for words; -4/4 mV for cars). Middle row. Localization of the two dipoles

accounting for more than 95% of the variance of the whole signal for each condition. Strength

is reflected by the size of the dipole. Note the larger dipole in the right hemisphere for faces

and the particularly large dipole in the left hemisphere for words. Lower row. The simulated

EEG from the dipoles during the time interval. Each dipole configuration accounts for both

the N170 and the VPP. Note that the simulated and real EEGs look almost identical for every

condition.

Figure 3. The N170 obtained in response to all three categories (upright stimuli) at left and right

(low) occipito-temporal sites. Note the larger difference between faces and other categories in

the right hemisphere, and the large N170 to words in the left hemisphere.

Figure 4. The delay observed at the level of the N170 on left and right lateral occipito-temporal

sites (LLOC/RLOC) for upside-down pictures of faces, cars and words. Note that the delay

starts at the level of the N170 and is absent at the level of the previous P1 component.

Figure 5. The response properties of the vertex positive potential (VPP) at a middle centro-

frontal site (MIFR, corresponding to FCZ). The above, left panel shows the difference

between the three categories of objects used as stimuli: a larger VPP for faces as compared to

for words or cars. The other three panels show the delay observed with inversion at the level

of the VPP for each object category.
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Figure 6. Localization of the equivalent dipolar sources for faces superimposed on a standard

structural MRI model, average of 50 subjects (Evans et al., 1993).

Figure 7. Topographical maps of the subtractions maps between faces and cars, faces and words,

words and cars, at the N170/VPP complex peak latency for all conditions (154 ms).
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N170
FACES CARS WORDS

UP INV UP INV UP INV

Lat. (ms) L 162±12 168±13 164±14 169±14 156±20 159±18

R 162±12 169±12 163±14 170±13 158±22 162±22

Amp. (mV) L -5.7±3.3 -5.8±3.5 -2.8±3.1 -2.8±3.7 -5.4±5.4 -5.5±4.5

R -6.7±5.1 -6.5±4.8 -3.3±4.1 -3.0±4.1 -2.5±4.1 -3.8±3.8

P1 FACES CARS WORDS

UP INV UP INV UP INV

Lat. (ms) L 100±17 105 ±17 107±19 108±17 102±12 94±16

R 106±13 107±15 105±18 107±19 104±18 98±17

Amp. (mV) L 2.0±2.2 1.7±2.4 2.2±2.6 2.8±2.2 2.1±2.3 1.2±2.2

R 2.5±2.2 2.5±2.2 2.1±2.0 2.1±1.6 1.8±1.6 1.8±2.1

VPP
FACES CARS WORDS

UP INV UP INV UP INV

Lat. (ms) 160±12 171±17 165±18 169±19 152±17 155±19

Amp. (mV) 4.2±3.4 3.8±3.1 1.5±2.8 1.3±3.2 2 .4±3.6 2.8±3.3

Table 1
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Condition Hemisphere Localization (mm)
and orientation

(Head model:x,y,z)

Max.

Strength

(nAm)

Minimum of
residual
variance

(RV)

Latency
of min.

RV (ms)

FACES -
upright

Right -64, -36, -9.7
0.31, 0.75, 0.58

100

Left -64, 36, -9.7
0.37, -0.9, 0.24

89
1.32 158

FACES -
inverted

Right -65, -38, -8.9
0.35, 0.8, 0.49

97

Left -65, 38, -8.9
-0.37, 0.89, -0.27

90
0.885 174

CARS -
upright

Right -65, -35, -10
0.26, 0.93, 0.11

67

Left -65, 35, -10
-0.46, 0.88, 0.12

66
1.73 162

CARS -
inverted

Right -71, -39, -2.8
0.31, 0.94, 0.12

54

Left -71, 39, -2.8
0.48, -0.87, -0.12

55
3.35 166

WORDS -
upright

Right -61, -47, 1.6
0.14, 0.42, 0.9

26

Left -61, 47, 1.6
0.61, -0.64, 0.46

55
5.3 150

WORDS -
inverted

Right -74, -38, -3.1
0.45, 0.84, 0.3

59

Left -74, 38, -3.1
0.43, -0.89, 0.17

75
1.67 160

Table 2
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Condition Hemisphere Localization
(mm) and

orientation
(Head

model:x,y,z)

Max.

Strength

(nAm)

Minimum of
residual
variance

(RV)

Latency
of min.

RV (ms)

FACES -
CARS

Right -65, -35, -8.3
0.23, 0.51, 0.88

56

Left -65, 35, -8.3
0.053, -0.73, 0.69

37
1.37 156

FACES -
WORDS

Right -33, -41, -4.4
0.43, 0.34, 0.83

67

WORDS -
CARS

Left -74, 23, 10
0.36, -0.45, 0.82

61

3.99

4.46

162

138

Table 3
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